
Conference cloths, tablecoths, or table covers for meet-
ing room tables. Fitted drop covers are made in the UK for 

your tables. They are pre-boxed, saving time.

Fitted half round conference table 
covers with half height edges to 
enable seating.  

Conference 
Tablecloths & 

Baizes

Fitted drop covers in conference cloth on 
meeting room tables. A matching flip chart 
cover with embroidered logo is also shown.

Round fitted drop cover with full 
length side panels in a meeting 
room. 
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Conference tablecloths can be made for 
round and oval tables of all sizes

Conference Cloths, also known as throw 
cloths or baizes, are cut and finished 

tablecloths. 

Conference Cloths 
& Baizes

Cut and finished conference cloth 
(also known as baize) with radius 

corners

The Mode cover combines 
stretch fabric with a conference 

cloth top

Conference cloth can be boxed or 
folded to fit a boardroom table
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Custom banner cloth with hotel logo 
(embroidered) 



Conference cloth fitted drop cover on a round table with 
full length edges

Half round fitted drop cover in 
slate blue conference cloth

Custom embroidered fitted drop table 
cover

Fitted drop cover with  
three full length sides 

and one short side

Fitted Drop Covers

Conference cloth fitted drop cover on a 
round table. The pleated panels allow for 

legroom for the delegates

 Fitted Drop Covers are pre-boxed table 
covers custom made for an exact fit to your 

meeting room tables.
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Beige Black Bleuet Burgundy Chamois Cocoa Dove 
Grey

Graphite Hunter’s 
Green

Navy Nut 
Brown

Royal 
Blue

Royal 
Purple

Sahara Sand Slate 
Blue

Berkley conference cloth colours:

Spice 
Red

Charcoal Navy Red Deep 
Sand

Burton conference cloth colours:

Black Blue Chocolate Damson Gold Latte Mink Pewter Samphire Seamist

Versailles conference cloth colours:

Copper

Taupe

Conference cloth fitted drop covers 
on round conference tables

Fitted drop cover in purple conference 
cloth on an exhibition table
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! Colours on screen are not accurate. 

  If you would like a product in this fabric, request a sample to see an accurate representation:  

  https://www.forbesgroup.eu/products/fabric-collections/

https://www.forbesgroup.eu/products/fabric-collections/

